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1 Abstract 
 

 

Nowadays, there are many different approaches to automatically generate process models from 

event logs. These process discovery algorithms return their results in a variety of modeling 

formalism and they each have their specific properties. The quality of the process models returned 

by such algorithms can be assessed either by hand or automatically. However, comparing the results 

of different process discovery algorithms directly is difficult, because of a lack of a common set of 

event logs and different ways to judge the quality of the discovered models. 

 

This thesis presents a benchmark set – a set of event logs and measuring rules – for process 

discovery algorithms to enable the objective comparison of different algorithms. The benchmark set 

consists of event logs which can be used to investigate the influence of varying distributions of 

choice and execution times, as well as the ability to detect and model advanced constructs. The 

measuring rules comprise four metrics which together assess the quality of the discovered model. 

 

Finally, to demonstrate the approach, we perform a benchmark test on four different process 

discovery algorithms. 
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Chapter 1 

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

 

Process discovery algorithms construct a business process model based on information in an event 

log. The information in the event log consists of activities that have been performed in the context 

of a case. The goal is to find a process model which describes the behavior found in the event log as 

closely as possible. This thesis deals with the problem of creating a benchmark set to assess the 

quality of the business process models constructed by the implementation of such algorithms. 

 

This chapter starts by providing some background information on the general domain of process 

mining in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 contains the problem description. The goals of this project, 

together with the research questions, are described in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 states the approach 

and finally Section 1.5 contains the overview of this thesis.  

 

 

1.1 Context and Background 
In today’s world, many companies run their business processes with the aid of Process Aware 

Information Systems. These systems structure the execution of activities in cases, by keeping track 

of which activities have been completed, which have yet to be completed and which are currently 

being executed. This is usually based on an explicit business process model. Furthermore, these 

systems store a lot of data on the completed activities, for example by whom an activity was 

performed, how long it took to complete, what the relevant case data was et cetera. This data can 

be extracted from the system and compiled into an event log. 

 

The domain of process mining is concerned with extracting information from event logs. This 

information gives insight in the performance of the process, the organizational structure of a 

company, any deviations from the specified business process and many other subjects. This 

information can then be used for various ends, such as business process redesign projects, auditing, 

or to predict the throughput time of cases currently existing in the system. 

 

A part of the domain of process mining is control flow discovery, which solves the problem of 

constructing a process model which accurately describes the behavior found in an event log. As an 

example, take the event log of Table 1.1.  
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Case ID Events 

1 Register, Book Bus Tickets, Book Hotel, Take Out Insurance, Pay for Trip 

2 Register, Book Bus Tickets, Book Hotel, Pay for Trip 

3 Register, Book Hotel, Book Bus Tickets, Take Out Insurance, Pay for Trip 

4 Register, Book Plane Tickets, Book Hotel, Take Out Insurance, Pay for Trip 

5 Register, Book Hotel, Book Plane Tickets, Pay for Trip 

6 Register, Book Hotel, Book Plane Tickets, Take Out Insurance, Pay for Trip 
Table 1.1: An event log 

 

By analyzing the behavior found within this table, a process model can be found. A possible process 

model for the event log is shown in Figure 1.1. This model in Figure 1.1 is a Petri Net, a formalism to 

model the behavior of a process. The squares are transitions, which correspond to activities that are 

executed. The circles are called places, which are placeholders for tokens and they define input and 

output for transitions. Cases are indicated by tokens and the distribution of tokens over the places 

defines the current state of the process. For a more detailed explanation of Petri Nets, we refer the 

reader to [01]. 

 

From the event log, it can be observed that the process always starts with the “Register” activity and 

that after that activity one of three activities is next, either “Book Bus Tickets”, “Book Plane Tickets” 

or “Book Hotel”. The booking of a hotel or plane or bus tickets can be done in any order, but only 

one type of transportation is chosen. Furthermore, it is clear that the activity “Take Out Insurance” 

is optional. The possibility to skip this activity is depicted by an unobservable transition, the black 

square, which indicates that the process continues without logging the activity. 

 

The model in Figure 1.1 is, however, only one of many possible process models that can be found by 

different process discovery algorithms, since their implementations and parameters can differ. 

These algorithms can also be based on different approaches to construct a process model, for 

example they can be based on principles of abstraction, heuristics, the theory of regions, or globally 

searching for the best solution [02]. 

 

 
Figure 1.1: A possible process model for the event log in Table 1.1 
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When faced with different outcomes of multiple process discovery algorithms, the question rises 

which one of the process models is the best. Even for multiple process models which depict the 

behavior of a single event log, this is not an easy question, since what is best may depend on a 

number of parameters, such as the purpose of the model, the level of detail required or the 

guarantee that each trace can be replayed without error. Furthermore, based on which process 

modeling language is used for the discovered models, they may not even be comparable at all, as 

certain behavior cannot be expressed in all languages. On a higher level, the question of which 

process discovery algorithm is the best is even more complicated, because this depends both on the 

characteristics of the event log(s) used to evaluate the quality as well as what is actually considered 

quality. 

 

This question, however, has not been given a lot of attention in process mining literature, and only a 

single attempt to define a comprehensive framework for the evaluation of process mining 

algorithms has been made. The model of such a conceptual framework, which has been defined in 

[03], can be seen in Figure 1.2. It consists of a number of tools that operate on a repository of event 

logs and process models to assess the quality of discovered model. Furthermore, evaluation criteria 

have to be defined to be able to compare the results of different algorithms on a collection of event 

logs. The tools that are mentioned in the framework are available and well documented: verification 

tools (for example the LTL checker [04]), modification tools (various filters) and process discovery 

tools (various process mining algorithms) are all available in the ProM framework [05]. Furthermore, 

log generation tools are available in the form of CPNTools [06], in combination with the ProMImport 

framework [07]. Furthermore, work has been done on verification and comparison tools, both on 

designing conceptual metrics as well as implementing them. The one thing that is missing, however, 

is the repository consisting of event logs and process models. 

 
Figure 1.2: Model of the evaluation framework for process mining algorithms 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
The way new process discovery algorithms have been validated in the past, and the way they are 

being validated today, leaves much to be desired [08]. Usually, validation of a process discovery 

algorithm is done on a small set of event logs, which differ per author. Most of these event logs have 

been created artificially, either by hand or by simulation. The different sets of event logs have a 

huge variation in their properties: the complexity of the underlying model, the number of models 

used to generate the event logs, the presence or absence of noise, the number of traces, the 

number of events et cetera. Furthermore, different metrics are used to assess the quality of the 

discovered models. 

 

This situation makes it impossible to judge the quality of a process discovery algorithm and to 

compare the results of different process discovery algorithms. The reason one can’t judge the 

quality of a process discovery algorithm is that a certain algorithm can produce different results on 

event logs with different properties. An example of this would be an algorithm which is susceptible 

to noise, while using no logs containing noise to validate the approach. Furthermore, the results of 

different process discovery algorithms cannot be compared, since both the event logs on which they 

have been tested, as well as what has been measured and how it has been measured, differ. 

 

 

1.3 Project Goals 
To improve the current situation a benchmark set is needed. This benchmark set should be able to 

be used to judge the quality of a single process discovery algorithm, as well as to compare the 

results of different process discovery algorithms on the benchmark set.  

 

The goal of this project is to construct a benchmark set to measure the performance of process 

discovery algorithms. Performance, in this context, is only concerned with the quality of the 

discovered process models, not with performance characteristics of the actual implementation, such 

as running time, memory usage et cetera. Effectively, this project deals with the event logs from the 

repository and the approach using metrics from the evaluation and comparison part of the 

framework displayed in Figure 1.2. To reach this goal, a number of research questions have been 

phrased. 

 

From the problem statement, it is clear that there are two major questions to be answered.  

1) When is a set of event logs a benchmark set? 

a. How are benchmark sets created in related fields, such as data mining and 

information retrieval? 

b. What makes benchmarking in process discovery more involved than benchmarking 

in related fields? 

c. What criteria should be used for selecting event logs? 
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2) How to measure the performance of process discovery algorithms? 

a. What are the criteria for metrics? 

b. What has to be measured to assess the quality of discovered models? 

c. What metrics are currently available? 

d. Which metrics are applicable? 

 

 

1.4 Approach 
We start by answering the research questions posed in Section 1.3, based on available literature on 

these subjects. With the criteria for selecting event log known, we create a benchmark set of event 

logs for process discovery algorithms. This set of event logs is used to measure the performance of 

four process discovery algorithms, each one based on a different principle for constructing the 

process model, as explained in Section 1.1. The assessment of the performance is based on the 

answer of the second research question. From these results, we draw conclusions about the 

performance of the four process discovery algorithms.  

 

 

1.5 Overview 
We start by answering the research questions which have been posed in the previous section: 

Chapter 2 deals with the question what defines a benchmark set for process discovery algorithms, 

while Chapter 3 answers the question of how to measure the quality of process discovery 

algorithms. 

 

Chapter 4 contains the description of the benchmark set that was created by this project.  

 

Chapter 5 describes the results of four process discovery algorithms on the benchmark set.  

 

Finally, chapter 6 presents the conclusions of this project, as well as possible future work. 
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2 Benchmark Set 
 

 

In this chapter we answer the question when a set of event logs is a benchmark set. This results in a 

number of requirements and suggestions that such a benchmark should adhere to. 

 

This chapter starts with a study of benchmark sets from fields related to process mining, such as 

data mining and information retrieval, in Section 2.1. The differences between benchmarks for these 

fields and difficulties inherent to process mining are explained in Section 2.2. Finally, in Section 2.3, 

we draw a number of conclusions about benchmark sets for the domain of process discovery 

algorithms. 

 

 

2.1 Lessons from Related Fields 
In related fields, a large number of data sets are available to test the quality of a new algorithm. 

These data sets have wildly varying properties: they can be generated or they only contain real life 

data, they can contain errors, the number of instances can vary et cetera. However, data sets have 

limited applicability, since different tasks require different data sets. Therefore, different data sets 

are used in different fields. In related fields such as machine learning and information retrieval the 

question of benchmarking was also recognized and a number of benchmarking sets, as opposed to 

merely data sets, have been developed for these fields. The specific benchmark sets which have 

been studied are [09], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] and [38]. 

 

Benchmark sets in the previously named fields that have been constructed are well documented. 

These benchmark sets have all been created with certain assumptions and requirements in mind. 

Some of these requirements are project specific, but on others, most creators of benchmark sets 

seem to agree as a general principle. These requirements are addressed here. 

 

Real life data sets All evaluated benchmark sets include real life data or real life data sets. Especially 

classification benchmark sets make heavy use of the real life data sets from the UCI ML repository 

[16]. The benchmark sets for image retrieval and 3D object retrieval create their benchmark set with 

real life pictures and shapes and the same is the case for a web clustering benchmark set and an 

audio classification set. 
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Synthetic data sets A point of discussion is whether or not synthetic data sets, as opposed to real 

life data sets, are a valuable addition to a benchmark set. There certainly are a number of problems 

with synthetic data sets, which might be hard to avoid: they could be biased towards certain 

solution strategies, could not resemble any real life problem domain, or could be too simple [11]. 

Most authors, however, do agree that synthetic data sets have their place in benchmarking, but that 

they should not be the only type of data set used. 

 

Multiple problems Each benchmark set contains multiple problems to be solved, either within one 

data set or within a collection of data sets. The fact that an algorithm performs well on a single 

problem is no guarantee that it actually is a good algorithm for its domain. There is also no 

guarantee that a (semi)random selection of data sets yields a reliable result. This is shown nicely by 

Zheng [12], who indentifies sixteen properties of data set for classifier learning and then select 

thirteen data set from the UCI Machine Learning archive [16] to create a balanced benchmark set 

which covers all properties. Most information retrieval benchmark sets contain multiple queries for 

an algorithm to perform, and measure the quality of the results. 

 

Consistent measurements To be able to do a meaningful comparison of the performance of 

different algorithms on the same benchmark set, there have to be clear agreements on what to 

measure, and how to measure it. Information retrieval systems use notions like recall and precision 

[17] to judge the quality of the set of retrieved documents. 

 

Correctness of the answer Another requirement to be able to do consistent measurements is that 

there has to be a notion of what a correct answer is. If this notion is absent, it would be impossible 

to judge the degree to which an algorithm returned the relevant documents or to which degree it 

correctly classified the instances. In classification, this is simple: each instance has a class associated 

with it, and if this matches the class the machine learning algorithm assigns to it, it is correct. In 

information retrieval, this is not such a simple task, since a picture, for example, holds no such 

information. This problem is solved by defining a ground truth: for each query used to test the 

performance of an algorithm all correct instances are recorded. Defining a ground truth is usually 

done manually. 

 

 

2.2 Complications for Process Mining 
There are a number of complications for the domain of process mining when compared to the 

domains of data mining and information retrieval. Almost all of the general principles addressed in 

the previous section have problems when used in the process mining domain. These problems are 

especially apparent in real life events logs, mostly because the way a process is enacted differs from 

its specification. 

 

Lack of real life data First, while most of the previously mentioned benchmark sets make use of 

existing data sets – or existing data to form their data set – to form their benchmark set, in process 
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mining this is not possible because of the lack of publicly available real life event logs. The main 

reason for this is the fact that the event logs are guarded by NDA’s, since they give insight into the 

way companies enact their processes as well as the performance of these processes. Anonymizing 

this data, which is done in machine learning for classification tasks such as a credit card application 

process, does not make much sense, since the names of the activities are vital for a human to 

understand the process model, to judge its quality and to spot errors. Furthermore, there is no 

guarantee that even the anonimized data is allowed to be published. 

 

Consistent measurements Consistent measuring of the quality of the discovered models proves 

problematic as well for the domain of process mining. Unlike classification or information retrieval, 

where standard measures are generally accepted, in the domain of process mining there is neither a 

consensus on which properties of a model to measure, nor on how to measure the various 

properties. These problems are addressed in depth in Chapter 3. 

 

Correctness of the answer The data sets for process discovery algorithms do not contain the correct 

answer, as is also the case for data sets in information retrieval. The solution of defining a ground 

truth however, is not applicable for process mining, mainly for two reasons:  

 

A lot of information has to be aggregated into a single coherent model. A single 3D object or a 

picture can be classified relatively easily, since humans agree on what’s shown. To create a process 

model based on an event log is an entirely different matter, since a single trace won’t show the 

whole picture. Furthermore, event logs can contain intricacies, so that even if all information is 

visualized, it is still possible to draw the wrong conclusion. An example would be two activities that 

can be executed in any order, but not simultaneous.  

 

The choice of modeling language would greatly influence the correct answer. For example, the 

expressiveness of different modeling languages varies, so something which is easily expressed in a 

Colored Petri Net might be very hard to express in a normal Petri Net, if at all. Furthermore, process 

discovery algorithms return their results in a variety of modeling languages (Petri Nets, Heuristic 

Nets, Flexible Models), which further hinders the comparison of a discovered process model to the 

ground truth. 

 

This problem was also noted in [18], and the authors suggest taking the behavior found in the event 

log to be the truth, i.e. that which actually happened. This assumption then leads to the conclusion 

that to assess the quality of a discovered model, we have to measure to which degree the behavior 

in the event log is covered by the model. 

 

Noise The problem of noise, which are errors in the data sets, has not yet been covered, and is 

mostly ignored by authors of benchmark sets. Noise comes in two forms: incorrect data, which is 

restricted to the classification domain and incorrect results. Both the class information and the 

ground truths are generally correct, or at least, great care has been taken to make them as correct 

as possible. Furthermore, since ground truths are not applicable for process mining, this type of 
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noise is not very interesting. In process mining, there are three problems with regards to the 

correctness of traces. Two of these problems are called noise in process mining literature [19], and 

they are of the following types: a few traces might have a number of events missing from the start 

of the case or the end of the case (or both) with regards to the normal order of activities of a trace. 

Alternatively, a few traces might show deviating behavior, when compared to cases that are alike. 

This could be the skipping of events, executing an event twice or switching the order of events with 

regards to the normal order of activities of a trace.  

 

Although these problems are both classified as noise, this would seem to be inaccurate: the first 

problem would usually be caused by the logging period of the event log. Both cases which have 

already started before the logging period, as well as cases which end after the logging period has 

ended, while having activities performed during the logging period show up in the event log. These 

cases should not actually be considered for the construction of the process model, since the case 

could actually conform to the desired process, but this information is missing. This type of noise is 

different from the second type, which does indicate deviations from the desired process. These 

deviations are usually a fact of life in the enactment of real life processes, and therefore these 

should be considered for the construction of the process model. 

 

Another problem found when analyzing real life event logs was a form of error which did not fit the 

previous definitions: events which a human could qualify as erroneous with very little knowledge of 

the process. Examples of these errors are shown in figures 2.1 through 2.3. In Figure 2.1, system 

events which have nothing to do with the process, but are included in the event log are shown as 

green dots. The sheer number and the short time intervals at which these events happen create 

green lines, instead of a discernable number of dots. In Figure 2.2 a single activity which took place 

ten years before the rest of the activities in the event log in shown. Figure 2.3 shows another type of 

error: a gap in the logging period, where during a four week period, no events have been logged.  

Figure 2.1: An event log containing system noise 
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Since these three forms of noise are actually distinct occurrences in event logs, we define terms to 

address them: incomplete cases are traces in an event log which are missing events at the start of 

the trace or at the end of the trace. Exceptional behavior is low frequent behavior which is different 

from the majority of (likewise) traces. System noise concerns events which are logged incorrectly, 

possibly due to a system error, or events which have nothing to do with the process being enacted. 

Of these three types of noise, only the second type, exceptional behavior, should be present in the 

benchmark event logs, although to call this noise is a misnomer.  

 

 

 

 

2.3 Conclusion 
From the previous discussion, we can draw a number of conclusions. The most important 

observation is that it takes more than a data set to make a benchmark set. There has to be a way to 

objectively judge the result of an algorithm on a data set. For the domain of process mining, this 

objective judgment is provided by a select number of metrics. Since there is no consensus on which 

metrics should be used, a study of the metrics and a final selection that are used for this project are 

presented in chapter 3. 

 

Then, there is the selection of multiple data sets, or at least multiple problems within a single data 

set to create the benchmark set. For our domain, multiple problems in a single data set do not make 

sense, because the assumption any process discovery algorithm implicitly makes that all traces in 

the event log belong to the same process. Therefore, a process discovery benchmark set should 

contain a number of event logs. 

Figure 2.2: An event log containing an incorrectly logged activity 

Figure 2.3: An event log containing a gap in the logging period 
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The event logs for the benchmark set can be a combination of synthetic and real life ones, 

depending on the specific requirements of the benchmark set. Although real life event logs would 

be preferred, synthetic event logs could be used, as long as they represent reality in some way. 

Further requirements for the event logs are that they are free of system noise and that there are no 

incomplete traces included. Summarized, these requirements are: 

 

Data set requirement 1: The event logs must present multiple problems 

Data set requirement 2: There have to be real life event logs 

Data set requirement 3: The event logs should not contain system noise 

Data set requirement 4: The event logs should not contain incomplete traces 
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3 Measuring Performance 
 

 

This chapter deals with the question of how to measure the performance of process discovery 

algorithms. Performance, in this context, is concerned with the quality of the discovered process 

model, not with, for example, the running time of a process discovery algorithm or its memory 

usage. The way we measure this performance is by using metrics. A metric in the context of process 

mining, as opposed to mathematics, is a system or standard of measurement [20]. 

 

In Section 3.1 we start by determining which requirements a metric should fulfill, after which we 

decide which dimensions to measure in Section 3.2. With the dimensions to measure in mind, and 

the requirements metrics should fulfill known, in Section 3.3 we select the final set of metrics which 

are used for this project. 

 

 

3.1 Metric Requirements 
To determine which metrics are useful and which are not useful for this project, we present a 

number of requirements which a metric must adhere to. There are two types of requirements: 

general requirements which define desirable properties of a metric, and project specific 

requirements. We start by presenting the five general requirements, from [20]. These requirements 

for metrics are selected based on the context of conformance checking.  

 

Metric requirement 1 (Validity) Validity means that the metrics behaves in a predictable way. That 

is, when the property that is being measured improves, so does the value of the metric and when 

the value of the metrics has improved, so has the property being measured. 

 

Metric requirement 2 (Stability) Stability means that the metric only measures the property to be 

measured, and is not affected by changes that do not affect the property that is being measured. 

 

Metric requirement 3 (Analyzability) Analyzability is concerned with the properties of the value of 

the metric. In practice, this means that the value of the metric should be in the domain [0, 1], and 

that 0 is the worst value, while 1 is the best value. 
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Metric requirement 4 (Reproducibility) Reproducibility means that the metric should be objective, 

so that when different people use the same metric to measure a property, their results are 

comparable. 

 

Metric requirement 5 (Localizability) Localizability means that it is not enough to simply return a 

value, but that the way the metric is calculated should also give insight in the location of the 

problem. 

 

Although the first four metrics are generic enough to use for any project, the fifth requirement is 

very specific: its purpose is to aid the person doing the conformance check in identifying the 

problems with a certain model. Since this is not crucial for benchmarking, although it is useful, we 

do include this requirement but assign it a lower priority than the other four. Furthermore, there are 

two project specific requirements. Metrics should be concerned with model-log evaluation and they 

should have tool support. 

 

Metric requirement 6 (Model-Log  Metrics) Model-log metrics are concerned with how well a given 

model corresponds to the traces in an event log, as opposed to model-model metrics which assign a 

score based on how alike a discovered model and a reference model are. In this project, we focus on 

model-log metrics, since in real life situations reference models may not be present or they may not 

be accurate. Therefore, if any benchmarking is done on real life logs, one not only measures the 

quality of the discovered model, but a combination of the quality of the event log with regards to 

the reference model and the quality of the discovered model. 

 

Metric requirement 7 (Tool Support) The metrics that are used should be supported by software 

tools. Although this is technically a prerequisite for our fifth requirement, we do include this 

requirement because it is less specific than the fifth one, and this is a necessity for this project. 

Devising metrics or creating software which implements existing metrics falls outside the scope of 

this project, and therefore we need to have tool support for the metrics we select. 

 

 

3.2 Dimensions 
In contrast to model-model metrics, which assign a score based on how similar two models are to 

each other, model-log metrics are not concerned with assigning an overall score. These metrics 

instead measure along a number of orthogonal dimensions. In literature, there are suggestions for 

selecting sets of dimensions that complement each other to gain a comprehensive insight in the 

quality of a discovered model. Currently, there are two of these sets and they are discussed below. 
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3.2.1 Different Sets of Dimensions 
Rozinat et al. [03] measure along four dimensions, which are: 

 Fitness 

 Precision 

 Generalization 

 Structure 

 

Fitness is concerned with how well the behavior in the event log is represented in the discovered 

model. Precision punishes overly general models, which do not give any insight in the structure of 

the process, because too many activities can be executed in arbitrary order. Generalization on the 

other hand punishes overly precise models. Overly precise models also do not give any insight in the 

structure of the process, because the behavior shown in the model has been restricted too much. 

Finally, the structure dimension measures how well the model uses constructs available in the 

specific modeling language. Some constructs should not be used, while others could be a preferred 

way to model behavior in an event log. 

 

Alternatively, De Weerdt et al. [21], use the following four dimensions: 

 Recall 

 Specificity 

 Precision 

 Generality 

 

The dimensions recall and specificity are both concerned with how well the model captures the 

behavior in the event log. Recall, in this context, is concerned with the amount of correctly modeled 

behavior, while specificity rates the amount of correctly modeled negative traces, i.e. the absence of 

forbidden behavior in the model. The definition of precision is the same as above: it punishes overly 

general models. Generality is roughly the same as the generalization dimension, as this also 

punishes overly precise models. 

 

 

3.2.2 Discussion of the Sets of Dimensions 
Although the selection of dimensions to gain insight in the quality of a discovered model can be well 

motivated conceptually, we also take a look at the actual metrics used to measure each dimension. 

In this section, certain metrics are referenced but not explained. For a detailed description of the 

metrics, refer to their respective papers.  

 

Although the sets of dimensions seem to measure the same things, there are some differences 

between them: first, De Weerdt seems to disregard the structure dimension. Looking at the metrics 

for the dimensions, however, we see that De Weerdt uses a metric called Improved Structural 

Appropriateness to measure generality, which Rozinat uses to measure structure. It seems strange, 

however, to use the Improved Structural Appropriateness metric for the detection of overly precise 
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models: this metric measures both alternative duplicate tasks and “redundant invisible tasks”, which 

we call unobservable tasks. While a case could be made that alternative duplicate tasks are a sign of 

overly precise models, this case cannot be made for the redundant invisible tasks. As can be seen in 

Model2 in Figure 3.1, there is a redundant invisible task (the removal of the rightmost invisible task 

does not remove any behavior from the model), so this model would not have a perfect score for 

the metric, however it could not be classified as overly precise.  This violates the validity 

requirement of the metric.  

 
 

 

Second, De Weerdt’s set uses a different approach to measure how well a model corresponds to the 

event log. Both the recall and specificity dimensions are used to judge how well a model has 

incorporated the available information. Rozinat on the other hand seems to take only recall into 

account. When looking at metrics for the fitness dimension, we see that another type of error is 

frequently addressed as well, which is the requirement that there are no remaining tokens when a 

trace has been completed. Therefore, the two fundamental differences between these sets of 

dimensions are a different approach to measure the correctness of the model as well as an apparent 

disagreement on the practical interpretation of the generality and structure dimensions. 

 

Aside from these differences between the two proposed sets of dimensions, certain individual 

dimensions have conceptual problems. These problems are detailed below. 

Figure 3.1: Illustration for the Improved Structural Appropriateness metric 
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The specificity dimension has a conceptual problem, because in real life situations, there are no 

negative cases. Furthermore, artificially generating negative cases is never a good option: When 

negative cases are artificially generated on a complete event log, it actually increases the precision, 

by being able to remove generalizations which should not occur. Artificially generating negative 

cases on an incomplete event log could prevent the modeling of allowed, but unobserved, behavior. 

 

 
 

 

Furthermore, the dimensions recall and specificity combined are not equal to fitness. This becomes 

clear when we take a look at the metrics for these dimensions. Recall takes into account the traces 

(or events) which can be completed successfully: any event which is executed was enabled 

beforehand. The fitness metric measures recall, but also measures the number of tokens remaining 

after a trace has been completed, which signals behavior that should have happened, but didn’t. By 

doing so, the fitness metric actually tries to measure two independent problems in a model, which 

conflicts with our first requirement. That these problems are actually independent can be seen in 

Figure 3.3 in Model2 and Model4. Both these models have a fitness problem for the event log EL1 = 

{A, AB, BA}, where Model2 has remaining tokens and Model4 has bad recall. From now on, we refer 

to these problems as unsatisfied events, which are events that occur, but which were not enabled 

and as unhandled events, which are tokens remaining in a model when the trace has been 

completed. Unhandled events are not measured by specificity: take for example the event log EL2 = 

{A, AB} and the models in Figure 3.2. It is clear that Model1 can generate both traces, and when a 

single token is placed in the Start place, execution of the model always results in a single token in 

the End place. It is also clear that Model2 can generate the trace “A”, but then there is not a single 

token in the End place. Specificity does not punish Model2, since neither the sequences “A” nor 

“AB” are forbidden behavior. The fitness metric, however, punishes Model2 for an unhandled event. 

Figure 3.2: Models for EL2 
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3.2.3 Selection of a Set of Dimensions 
Having discussed the different suggestions for dimensions, in this section we select the dimensions 

that are used to measure the quality of the discovered model for this project. 

 

 
 

 

From the dimensions in the previous section, we use precision, generalization and structure. These 

dimensions are well defined, add insight into the quality of the discovered model and have a 

number of metrics defined to measure them. The dimensions that are disregarded are fitness and 

specificity. The reasons these dimensions are disregarded are that fitness actually measures two 

orthogonal dimensions and specificity uses negative events, which does not make sense in the 

context of process mining. Furthermore, we define two new dimensions: fitnessunsatisfied (which is 

equal to the recall dimension) and fitnessunhandled as a way to measure the soundness [22] of the 

discovered model with regards to the event log. 

 

Soundness is a property of a model, which consists of three parts: for this model, each case 

eventually finishes, when a case is finished there is only one token in the End place while all other 

places are empty and every transition in the model can be executed. It is obvious that Fitnessunhandled 

measures the second requirement. The first requirement is measured by Fitnessunsatisfied: we only 

deal with completed cases, and therefore, if a case cannot complete, this is because a token is 

missing. Dead transitions, i.e. transitions which can never be executed, are not explicitly detected, 

but we argue that this is unnecessary: since process discovery is performed on event logs, adding 

transitions to the model which do not have to be executed does not make sense. There are two 

types of transition which could be added: observable and non-observable transitions. Adding a dead 

unobservable transition directly contradicts its purpose, and so we assume this never happens. 

Adding a dead observable transition has two options: either it is required to reproduce the behavior 

Figure 3.3: Models for EL1 
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of the event log, or it is not. We assume that the last option does not occur, since a process 

discovery algorithm tries to produce a minimal model that explains all behavior. If the first option 

occurs, then this is punished by Fitnessunsatisfied, because that transition cannot be executed, but it 

has to be executed to reproduce the behavior. An actual example of a dead transition which is 

required to reproduce the behavior found in an event log can be seen in Figure 5.13.  

 

For the remainder of this section, we consider the following event logs: EL1 = {A, AB, BA} and EL3 = 

{AB, BA, CD}. In Figure 3.3 we present four different models for event log EL1. Model1 is the original 

model, which allows exactly the behavior found in the event log, and nothing more. The other three 

models, along with the two models in Figure 3.4, are used to illustrate the choice of dimensions. 

 

Fitnessunsatisfied 

As discussed in the previous section, the fitness metric actually measures two dimensions. 

Furthermore, the dimensions recall and specificity could not capture the complete fitness 

dimension. Therefore, we have split the fitness dimension into two parts, of which Fitnessunsatisfied is 

the first. This dimension indicates how well an event log corresponds to a model, by punishing a 

model for absent behavior which is present in an event log. Model4 in Figure 3.3 shows an example 

of a model which has a low score for this dimension. In Model4, no activity can be replayed, 

however its structure and precision are very good and after a trace finishes, there are no tokens left 

behind. 

 

Fitnessunhandled 

This is the complement to the fitnessunsatisfied dimension, it penalizes for the amount of tokens left 

behind after a trace is complete, which indicates unhandled behavior. Model2 in Figure 3.3 displays 

a model which leaves tokens in the model after the trace “A” has been completed, while the model 

scores very well on the other dimensions. 

 

Precision 

Precision punishes models which allow more behavior than present in the event log. Model3 in 

Figure 3.3 shows an example of a model with low precision, but with perfect fitness (both types) and 

structure. 

 

Generalization 

Generalization detects overly precise models. When considering the event log EL3 = {AB, BA, CD}, 

Model2 in Figure 3.4 shows such an overly precise model when compared to Model1: it has simply 

taken the trace CD and incorporated it in the model, without showing any generalization. It is clear 

that this model does not violate any other dimension. 

 

Structure 

The last dimension which we consider is structure, which punishes models which have a bad 

structure. Bad structure is any model which uses more than the smallest amount of model objects 
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(places, transitions and arcs in a Petri net) to express its behavior or which contains constructs that 

go against best practices. An example can be seen in figure 3.1. 

 
 

 

 

3.3 Existing Metrics 
With the dimensions we want to measure known, we now look at the specific metrics that are 

available for each dimension. From these metrics, we make a selection of metrics that are usable 

based on the requirements stated at the beginning of this chapter. This is presented in the form of 

tables which list the metric, the requirements and scores the violations. Therefore, any metric with a 

score of 1 or higher is not an optimal choice. For the details of the metrics, please refer to their 

respective papers. 

 

 

3.3.1 Fitness 
Since there are no metrics available for the split fitness dimension, we take a look at the fitness 

dimension as a whole. The nine metrics which have been proposed to measure the fitness of a 

discovered model with regards to an event log can be seen in Table 3.1. 

 

The metrics Completeness and Parsing Measure are very similar and they both suffer from the same 

problem: if a single event in a trace cannot be replayed, the entire trace is marked as wrong. This 

conflicts with our first requirement – validity – since a model which has ten violations per trace 

scores equally as bad as a model with a single violation per trace. 

 

Figure 3.4: Example of an overly precise model 
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The metrics PFcomplete and Continuous Parsing Measure are quite alike as well: they take into account 

the number of correct events and the number of tokens left behind. However, both of their domains 

are       , which violates our third requirement, analyzability. 

 

Metric Violations R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 

Completeness [23] 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Completeness (PFcomplete)  [24] 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

Continuous Parsing Measure  [19] 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

Fitness  [20] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

HMM event fitness  [25] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

HMM model fitness  [25] 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

HMM trace fitness  [25] 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Parsing Measure  [19] 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Recall [26] 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

The metrics from [25], using an approach based on Hidden Markov Models, only work for simple 

Petri Nets. This is a far too strict demand on the kind of discovered models to be usable in practice. 

 

Recall, as defined in [26], is determined by the number of correctly found edges, when comparing 

the discovered model with the reference model. This violates our sixth requirement of model-log 

metrics. 

 

This leaves a single metric which conforms to all of our requirements: fitness. Since we’ve split the 

fitness dimension, we also split the fitness metric into two parts, so that both dimensions can be 

measured.  

 

 

3.3.2 Precision 
We now treat the metrics for the precision dimension. The ten metrics in Table 3.2 have been 

proposed to measure the precision dimension. 

 

As with the metrics for the fitness dimension, some of the metrics in Table 3.2 have serious issues 

that impair their usability. The Appropriateness and Improved Appropriateness metrics measure 

two dimensions – precision and structure – and return the product of two metrics which measure 

these two dimensions. This conflicts with the stability requirement, since it actually measures two 

properties. 

 

Both metrics based on Hidden Markov Models have the same problem as the metrics based on this 

approach for the fitness dimension: they require simple Petri Nets, which is an unrealistic 

assumption.  

 

Table 3.1: Metrics for the fitness dimension with their violations per requirement 
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Soundness is the complement of the fitness metric Completeness, and like that metric, it has the 

problem that it violates validity requirement.  

 

Metric Violations R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 

Appropriateness [20] 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Behavioral Appropriateness [20] 3 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 

Behavioral Precision [24] 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

ETCPrecision [27] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

HMM model precision [25] 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

HMM total precision [25] 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Improved Appropriateness [20] 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Improved Behavioral Appropriateness [20] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Precision [26] 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Soundness [23] 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

 

Behavioral Precision, as well as Precision, requires a reference model in addition to the event log 

and mined model, and as argued before, we cannot assume that such a model exists or that it is 

accurate.  

 

Finally, the Behavioral Appropriateness metrics penalizes a model based on the average number of 

activities that are enabled during replay. This means that a model which allows parallelism always 

has a precision score which is less than optimal, even if the mined model corresponds exactly with 

the behavior in the event log. 

 

This leaves two metrics which are usable: ETCPrecision and Improved Behavioral Appropriateness. Both 

metrics would be fit to measure the precision of a mined model based on the five general 

requirements for metrics. There is a practical problem, however: the plugin ETCPrecision is only 

available in ProM6. Some process discovery algorithms have to be run in ProM5.2: the Genetic 

Miner in ProM6 returns an array of solutions, which ProM6 can only display and nothing else. 

Importing the results of the process discovery algorithms from ProM5.2 into ProM6 runs into 

problems, which conflicts with our seventh requirement. Therefore, we’ve chosen the Improved 

Behavioral Appropriateness metric as the metric to measure the precision dimension.  

 

 

3.3.3 Generalization 
Below, we treat the two metrics that have been defined for the generalization dimension. 

 

Both of these metrics don’t conform to all requirements: Behavioral Recall and Causal Footprints 

require a reference model. 

 

Table 3.2: Metrics for the precision dimension with their violations per requirement 
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Metric Violations R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 

Behavioral Recall [24] 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Causal Footprints  [37] 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

 

 

Although it is conceptually sound to want to punish overly precise models, currently no metrics exist 

which are usable for this project. Therefore, we do not consider this dimension further. 

 

 

3.3.4 Structure 
The following section deals with the seven metrics which have been proposed for the structure 

dimension. 

Metric Violations R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 

Appropriateness [20] 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Duplicates Precision [24] 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Duplicates Recall [24] 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Improved Appropriateness [20] 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Improved Structural Appropriateness [20] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Structural Precision [24] 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Structural Recall [24] 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Structural Appropriateness [20] 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

 

 

Appropriateness and Improved Appropriateness are unfit to measure the structure dimension, for 

the same reasons as they were unfit to measure the precision dimension. 

 

Duplicates Precision, Duplicates Recall, Structural Precision and Structural Recall all require a 

reference model as well as the mined model.  

 

The Improved Structural Appropriateness metric checks alternative duplicate tasks and also checks 

for redundant invisible tasks. Furthermore, it doesn’t violate any of the requirements. Therefore, 

Improved Structural Appropriateness is the metric that measures the structure dimension. 

 

 

3.4 Conclusion 
Through this chapter the second research question has been answered: we measure the 

performance of a process discovery algorithm by measuring a set of dimensions. The set of 

dimensions contains fitnessunsatisfied, fitnessunhandled, precision and structure. 

 

 For these dimensions, a single metric has been selected out of the many that are available. The 

selection of metrics yielded the split Fitness metric for the fitness dimension, Improved Behavioral 

Table 3.3: Metrics for the precision dimension with their violations per requirement 

Table 3.4: Metrics for the structure dimension with their violations per requirement 
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Appropriateness for the precision dimension and finally Improved Structural Appropriateness for the 

structure dimension.  

 

The choice of these metrics was motivated by five general requirements: validity, stability, 

analyzability, reproducibility and localizability. Furthermore, two project specific requirements were 

formulated, namely the fact that the metrics had to be model-log metrics and that tool support was 

required.
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4 A Concrete Benchmark Set 
 

 

In this chapter, we present a concrete benchmark set. Section 4.1 explains the requirements for this 

concrete benchmark set, some of which are in addition to the ones described in Chapter 2. In 

Section 4.2, we explain the choices that were made to fulfill the requirements for the benchmark 

set. Section 4.3 details the way these event logs have been created. 

 

 

4.1 Specification of Requirements 
In Chapter 2, we have argued which elements constitute a benchmark set, and specified a number 

of requirements for event logs. In Chapter 3, we’ve discussed how to evaluate the discovered 

models. We now deal with the question of which event logs to include in the benchmark set. The 

requirements that have to be met by the event logs are: 

 

Data set requirement 1: The event logs must present multiple problems 

Data set requirement 2: There have to be real life event logs 

Data set requirement 3: The event logs should not contain system noise 

Data set requirement 4: The event logs should not contain incomplete traces 

 

 

4.1.1 Real Life Event Logs 
To satisfy the first two requirements of multiple problems and real life event logs, we tried to find 

high quality real life event logs present at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. In the spring of 

2010, all event logs present at the department of Mathematics and Computer Science had been 

classified semi-automatically. This yielded an overview of more than 18,000 event logs. Of these 

18,000, only 112 event logs came from real life sources, and most of them were filtered instances of 

other event logs. Eventually, the number of different real life event logs was found to be 13. 

 

The quality of these real life event logs leaves much to be desired, as can be seen in Table 4.1. There 

are only two event logs which contain neither noise nor incomplete cases. Even if this problem is 

solved by filtering, there is another problem: the number of different traces combined with a low 

amount of total traces. In 8 out of the 13 event logs, more than half of the traces are different from 

eachother (sometimes even more than 90%), which poses problems for process discovery 
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algorithms, since process discovery algorithms make assumptions about the completeness of logs. 

Completeness in this context is the amount of possible behavior actually found in the event log. A 

high number of different traces is an indication that there is a lot of behavior which has not been 

observed. Although this notion has not been formalized for the domain of process mining, in biology 

there are results about number of unobserved species in a random sample [28].  Based on this 

observation, we add the following requirement: 

 

Data set requirement 5: The event logs cannot contain more than 50% different traces 

 

Identifier 

Contains 
system 
noise 

Contains 
incomplete 

traces 

Number 
of 

traces 

Number 
of 

different 
traces 

Percentage 
different 

traces 

RL1 No Yes 14279 1193 8,35 

RL2 Yes Yes 374 93 24,87 

RL3 Yes Yes 130 128 98,46 

RL4 Yes Yes 1982 1142 57,62 

RL5 Yes Yes 2076 747 35,98 

RL6 No Yes 627 328 52,31 

RL7 No No 24 24 100,00 

RL8 Yes Yes 374 66 17,65 

RL9 No No 221 148 66,97 

RL10 Yes Yes 2765 2687 97,18 

RL11 No Yes 223 218 97,76 

RL12 No Yes 375 373 99,47 

RL13 No Yes 876 43 4,91 
Table 4.1: Properties of real life event logs at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 

 

Furthermore, the status of the NDAs regarding these event logs is unknown. However, due to the 

quality of the event logs, no research was done whether they could be included in a public 

benchmark set or not. 

 

All of this means that using the real life event logs present at the department is not a good option 

for a benchmark set. Since acquiring new event logs falls well outside the scope of this project, it 

was decided that to form a benchmark set, synthetic event logs had to be created. Therefore, 

requirement 2 was changed to: 

 

Data set requirement 2:  The event logs should be real life like 
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4.1.2 Simulation Requirements 
With real life event logs out of the picture, we need a way to create event logs that exhibit real life 

properties, with as little bias as possible. Looking at other examples of data sets for process 

discovery algorithms, we see the Drivers License example [29], [24], the Conference example [02], 

[30], [24]. These examples do not provide multiple problems and they are relatively easy to discover 

correctly. Therefore, they should not be considered as a benchmark set. 

 

Other sets of event logs which were used to test a process discovery algorithm, are the ones used to 

test the Heuristic Miner [19] and the Genetic Miner [24]. The set of event logs for the Heuristics 

Miner consists of four base models, which are all extensions of one another, that are modified by 

introducing different amounts of noise (both the incomplete cases and exceptional behavior types). 

The event logs to test the functionality of the Genetic Miner suffer from a similar problem: a lot of 

models are alike in the constructs they contain, and mostly the size of the model varies. These sets 

of event logs which have been created from models which are related, could show biased results for 

certain algorithms and are therefore not suitable for a benchmark set. 

 

Both sets of event logs mentioned above were simulated using models which were quite alike, 

which may introduce bias in the results. Therefore, we are looking for a more structured way to 

create our simulation models. We have chosen for an approach based on the concept of Workflow 

Patterns [31], [32]. A pattern in this context “is the abstraction from a concrete form which keeps 

recurring in specific nonarbitrary contexts”, which means a description, independent of 

implementation tool or language, of a business requirement on the control flow. 

 

The workflow patterns are used in practice, and therefore, to discover those constructs successfully 

would allow process discovery algorithms to deal with most, if not all, real life event logs. For this 

approach, we formulate the following additional requirement: 

 

Data set requirement 6: The majority of workflow patterns should be covered 

 

An interesting observation on the set of event logs to test the Heuristics Miner is that they have 

been simulated with different amounts of imbalance of choice, i.e. the choice made for an XOR split 

is random and has a varying chance per event log to choose one of the outgoing arcs. We believe 

that this uneven distribution is something which occurs in real life event logs as well, and therefore, 

we want to include this in our event logs to see its effects. Furthermore, just as there can be an 

imbalance in choice, there can be an imbalance in execution times, which would make it harder to 

correctly detect parallel behavior. This leads to the following two requirements: 

 

Data set requirement 7: The event logs should contain an imbalance of choice 

Data set requirement 8: The event logs should contain an imbalance of execution times 
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Not only is a set of event logs present with varying amounts of noise, based on an abstract process, 

it is also relatively easy to introduce noise in any event log using ProM’s filtering options. 

Furthermore, in the context of control flow discovery, it is common to filter the event logs to 

remove traces containing noise. For these reasons, we’re not interested in supporting event logs 

containing noise.  

 

Data set requirement 9: The event logs should not contain exceptional behavior 

 

 

4.1.3 An Approach Based on Workflow Patterns 
The concept of workflow patterns was described in [31], [32], originally with the intent to have a 

guideline to compare the functional support of various commercial workflow management tools. 

The patterns are based on observed control flow specifications, and made more general (i.e. 

abstracted from the implementation language). The patterns, however, also turned into a reference 

for designing business processes, comparing business process modeling languages and they have 

been used in teaching [32]. These factors contribute to the belief that benchmarking using these 

workflow patterns yields results which contain properties that approximate real life event logs. 

 

Over the years the number of patterns grew, and more categories of patterns were added: it started 

with twenty control flow patterns, but data, resource, exceptions and additional control flow 

patterns were added later. Since this project deals with benchmarking process discovery algorithms, 

we are only focused on the workflow patterns concerning the control flow. 

 

 

4.2 Properties of the Benchmark Set 
Now that we’ve defined the requirements for the concrete benchmark set in the previous section, 

we show how these requirements are met. These requirements fall in two categories: model 

properties and simulation properties: requirements 1, 2 and 6 are concerned with the way the 

simulation models are created and requirements 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 are concerned with the 

parameters used to simulate the models. 

 

 

4.2.1 Applicable Workflow Patterns 
We start by defining properties of our benchmark set based on the requirements on the properties 

of the model properties. These are: 

 

Data set requirement 1: The event logs must present multiple problems 

Data set requirement 2:  The event logs should be real life like 

Data set requirement 6: The majority of workflow patterns should be covered 
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Requirements 1, 2 and 6 are all satisfied by the approach to use workflow patterns as basis for the 

generation of our benchmark set. We argue that since the workflow patterns are extensively used in 

practice, the correct detection of the control flow of these patterns serves a real life purpose. If we 

then satisfy requirement 9 by creating multiple models for distinct patterns, we also satisfy the first 

requirement by having multiple problems. 

 

The patterns are already grouped on a functional basis. To make a selection for our benchmark set, 

we propose a different grouping of the patterns, based on a number of factors, such as: how well 

was this pattern supported in practice, how hard is it to discover this pattern, and finally where do 

we feel this pattern belongs. To measure how well a pattern is supported in practice, we use the 

following definition: we count each workflow management system (WFMS) which supports the 

pattern inherently as one and each WFMS that partially supports this pattern as a half. The source 

for this counting of support is the comparison found at [33]. This leads to scores of zero through 

seventeen for each pattern, and we use Table 4.2 to classify the support for a pattern. The end 

result of the selection of the workflow patterns can be seen in Tables 4.3 through 4.6. 

 

Score Support 

Complete 17 

++ 13-16 

+ 9-12 

- 5-8 

-- 1-4 

None 0 
Table 4.2: Definition of support 

 

The first category consists of the very basic building blocks of business processes: AND split and join, 

XOR split and join, OR split and join and a way to repeat a task in a structured way. The support for 

these patterns is very high and we believe that these patterns are so common that every process 

discovery algorithm should be able to discover these. 

Pattern Name Support Score 

Exclusive Choice Complete 

Multi-Choice + 

Parallel Split Complete 

Sequence Complete 

Simple Merge Complete 

Structured Loop + 

Structured Synchronizing Merge + 

Synchronization Complete 
Table 4.3: Category 1, Basic Workflow Patterns   
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The items in the second category are not as common as the basic patterns; however, they still are 

quite common or they should be able to be mined rather efficiently, which in this case means that 

there is no requirement to analyze other data, such as start time of events. Although the support of 

the Cancel Region is very low, we included the pattern here, because of the two other patterns 

which deal with cancellation. 

 

The workflow patterns in the third category require a more thorough analysis than order of 

occurrence to mine them correctly, for instance the correct detection of the Interleaved Routing 

pattern does not only depend on the order of occurrence of the events, but also on the realization 

that none of the events in a single case are executed simultaneously. 

 

 

Pattern Name Support Score 

Arbitrary Cycles + 

Cancel Case + 

Cancel Region -- 

Cancel Task  ++ 

Critical Section - 

Generalised AND-Join - 

Implicit Termination ++ 

Multi-Merge - 
Table 4.4: Category 2, uncommon workflow patterns 

 

Pattern Name Support Score 

Deferred Choice + 

Interleaved Parallel Routing -- 

Interleaved Routing - 

Multiple Instances without a Priori Run-Time Knowledge -- 

Thread Merge - 

Thread Split - 
Table 4.5: Category 3, workflow patterns requiring analysis 

 

The fourth category contains patterns with very little support, but which we felt were interesting 

enough to include in the benchmark set. The reason for this is that two of these patterns have a 

number of variations, so if none of the variations were included, we would have six unused patterns. 

Finally, the Milestone construct, although little supported, is an interesting construct for it 

applicability in practice and as such included in the benchmark set, to see if its behavior can be 

discovered. 
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Pattern Name Support Score 

Cancelling Discriminator - 

Milestone -- 

Structured Partial Join -- 
Table 4.6: Category 4, rare workflow patterns 

 

The workflow patterns in Table 4.7 are very similar to ones that have already been covered. For 

instance, all three types of discriminator exhibit the same behavior: the process continues as soon 

as one out of M incoming threads of control arrives. The three discriminator patterns vary only 

slightly, and only with regard to what happens to the second through last out of M threads of 

control that arrive at the construct. Therefore, we believe it makes no sense to model all of these 

constructs: if a process discovery algorithm can find one out of three, it finds them all, and if the 

construct cannot be discovered, none of them are. A similar argument can be made for the other 

patterns in this category. 

 

Pattern Name Support Score 

Blocking Discriminator -- 

Blocking Partial Join -- 

Cancelling Partial Join -- 

General Synchronizing Merge -- 

Local Synchronizing Merge - 

Multiple Instances with a Priori Design-Time Knowledge - 

Multiple Instances with a Priori Run-Time Knowledge - 

Multiple Instances without Synchronization ++ 

Structured Discriminator -- 
Table 4.7: Workflow patterns with minor variations 

 

The workflow patterns in Table 4.8 have little support, to start with. Furthermore, some of these 

patterns aren’t interesting, such as Explicit Termination and the Triggers, as their behavior does not 

show in an event log. Others, for example the Recursion pattern, are hard to model in a business 

process which changes little while incorporating a number of workflow patterns. 
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Pattern Name Support Score 

Cancel Multiple Instance Activity - 

Cancelling Partial Join for Multiple Instances -- 

Complete Multiple Instance Activity -- 

Dynamic Partial Join for Multiple Instances None 

Explicit Termination - 

Persistent Trigger + 

Recursion - 

Static Partial Join for Multiple Instances -- 

Transient Trigger - 
Table 4.8: Uninteresting Workflow Patterns 

 

 

4.2.2 Simulation Parameters 
Now that we have shown how the requirements concerning model properties are met, we turn to 

the simulation parameters. These are: 

 

Data set requirement 3: The event logs should not contain system noise 

Data set requirement 4: The event logs should not contain incomplete traces 

Data set requirement 5: The event logs cannot contain more than 50% different traces 

Data set requirement 7: The event logs should contain an imbalance of choice 

Data set requirement 8: The event logs should contain an imbalance of execution times 

Data set requirement 9: The event logs should not contain exceptional behavior 

 

Requirements 3, and 4 are easily met, since we can control the system noise and we can choose to 

complete each case in the simulation before we create an event log. The next four requirements are 

all linked, and are not easily met: if we run a simulation with, for example, a structured loop, where 

the choice to redo the activity in the loop is high, we automatically get a high number of different 

traces, as the number of times the loop repeated varies. The same thing could happen if there are a 

number of activities which can be performed in parallel and the distributions of execution times vary 

only slightly. Finally, one could see such low frequent different behavior as exceptional behavior. We 

argue against this: even if the distribution of choice or time leads to low frequent traces which 

display new behavior, this behavior still follows the modeled process exactly: no activities which 

should not be skipped are skipped and activities still take place in the correct order. Therefore, if we 

allow no exceptions in our simulation models, we have met requirement 9. 

 

The way in which we introduce imbalance of choice and imbalance of execution times is the 

following: each choice construct, such as the XOR split, OR split and Loop, is given a random chance 

to produce its output. The distribution parameters can be seen in Table 4.9. This imbalance of choice 

is a property of the event log, instead of a property of a single task. This means that each choice 

construct has a distribution which fits the distribution of the event log. 
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Distribution Name Split chance 

Balanced 50/50 

Unbalanced 60/40, 70/30 

Extremely Unbalanced 90/10, 95/5 
Table 4.9: Definition of the imbalance of choice 

The imbalance of execution times is introduced in a similar way, except this is not the case for 

choice constructs, but for parallel tasks. The distributions can be seen in Table 4.10. Just like the 

imbalance of choice, the imbalance of execution times is a property of an event log, not of (a 

number of) activities. 

 

Distribution Name Relation of execution times of parallel tasks 

Normal The distribution of execution times is identical 

Overlapping The distribution of execution times is different, but times overlap 

Disjunct The distribution of execution times is different and do not overlap 
Table 4.10: Definition of the imbalance of execution time 

Finally, requirement 5 can only be tested on the actual event logs. The number of different traces is 

evaluated in Section 4.4. 

 

 

4.3 Simulation 
This section deals with the way the event logs have been created. We first introduce the formalism 

and tools used to do so, and then discuss the specific implementation decisions that have been 

made. 

 

4.3.1 Colored Petri Nets and CPN Tools 
The actual creation of the event logs for the benchmark set is done using CPN Tools. CPN Tools is a 

software tool for editing, simulating and analyzing Colored Petri nets [06]. Colored Petri nets (CPN) 

is a graphical oriented modeling language for design, specification, simulation and verification of 

systems [34]. 

 

Colored Petri nets are an extension of the basic Petri nets described in Section 1.1: the basic 

concepts of places, transitions, arcs and tokens remain the same, and support for data is added. 

Tokens in a Colored Petri net can contain information and therefore, it is possible to uniquely 

identify tokens. Furthermore, to support the manipulation and use of data of the tokens, arcs have 

expressions and transitions support guards. The expressions of the arcs can change the data of a 

token, or the number of tokens. The guards specify conditions the tokens have to fulfill before the 

transition is able to fire. 

 

CPN Tools also supports additional extensions which are useful for simulation, such as timed Colored 

Petri nets. In such a net, tokens carry timestamps as part of their data. Using these timestamps and 

delays on arcs and transitions, it is possible to perform meaningful simulations of the net over time. 
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Furthermore, there is also support for hierarchical nets, which are nets in which a single transition 

can contain more behavior specified within a subnet. The use of hierarchy makes the net easier to 

interpret for humans. 

 

Using CPN Tools, we create process models which include the desired control flow constructs. These 

models are then simulated and using an extension to CPN Tools discussed in [07], we create a log 

file for each case. Using the ProM Import Framework, we can combine these log files of single cases 

into an event log for the entire simulation. 

 

 

4.3.2 Modeling of Workflow Patterns 
The distribution of workflow patterns into categories was done in Section 4.2.1, and now we 

distribute the patterns over the simulation models. We have chosen to create a simple process 

model, which includes all patterns found in category 1. This basic model, however, could not be 

found correctly by any process discovery algorithm which is used in our benchmark test which is 

performed in Chapter 5. Therefore, we decided to create another model, in which the OR-split and 

the OR-join were replaced by an XOR-split and join. This model could be discovered correctly. With 

the second model as our new basic model, two different paths were taken: include imbalance and 

include different patterns.  

 

First, the new basic model, as well as the original basic model including the OR-split and join 

constructs were simulated to contain the imbalance of choice and executing times. Each model was 

simulated nine times, to create each pair of choice/execution time imbalance. Second, the 

remaining workflow patterns were included, one at a time, as an extension of the basic model, so 

that each pattern could be mined independently. The extension of the basic model serves a specific 

purpose here: to correct the metrics for punishing incorrect modeling or behavior. In practice, the 

amount of these advanced constructs, in comparison to basic constructs, is not very high. Therefore, 

the addition of a single pattern to a relatively simple process model creates a more balanced score 

than scoring these patterns in isolation. 

 

 

4.3.3 The Company 
The basic process is a very simple process taking place at a travel agency. Customers start by 

completing a registration step, so the company has the required information. They can then book a 

trip, consisting of a travel option and a number of hotel stays, always at least one. Furthermore, 

once the trip has been finalized and the cost has been calculated, it is possible to take out insurance, 

either trip cancellation insurance or trip insurance. After this selection, the entire cost for the trip is 

calculated, and payment commences.  

 

In the process described above, the following patterns from the first category are present: the travel 

option and hotel stays can be done in any order and even simultaneously, so the registration activity 
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is an AND-split. The travel option consists of either a bus trip or a plane trip and hence is an XOR-

split and XOR-join. The hotel stays, one or more, is an example of a structured loop. Both these 

steps have to be complete to calculate the cost of the trip, which is an AND-join. The insurance 

option is also an XOR-split and XOR-join and the activities calculate costs and payment are in 

sequence. Many extensions were added, each with their own consistent business point of view. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Petri net of the process of the company 

 

 

4.3.4 Implementation 
The previous sections have outlined the way this benchmark set is designed, from the requirements 

to the way these requirements have been satisfied. This section deals with the choices of the 

implementation process, and the event logs that have been created. 

 

First, we decided that only the two basic models, containing only elements from category 1, should 

contain imbalance of choice and time, since these processes are relatively simple. Adding complexity 

by introducing these imbalances in harder to discover models would not add useful information. We 

simulated all combinations of imbalance of choice and time in each of the two models, yielding the 

first eighteen models of the benchmark set. 

 

Second, the other selected patterns from the three other categories were added, each with its own 

business process, ensuring that these extensions were in sequence with the other constructs where 

possible. The additional patterns were added one by one, so the effect of the process discovery 

algorithm could be meaningfully captured by the metrics. This means that the model changes only 

slightly between models containing different patterns and so the discovered models should change 

little as well, making it possible for a human to quickly judge the quality of the discovered model. 
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Third, we decided on additional data which should be present. Since the choice for routing cases 

through the process is random, it does not make sense to include case data. We did add different 

event classes: Start, Schedule and Complete events are present for each activity, and where 

applicable we included Cancelled events. However, as can be observed from Table 4.1, there are a 

number of real life event logs for which only Complete events are present. Therefore, we decided to 

filter all event logs once the benchmark set was complete, to provide an additional set of event logs 

with only the complete type of each event. A number of resources have been added; mainly events 

are executed by the system and by employees, however, other users were added where applicable. 

The last piece of additional data we included was time information, both because it makes sense in 

the context of start, schedule and complete events, as well as a need for timing information to 

detect certain patterns. The implementation of this can be seen in Figure 4.2, which shows the inner 

workings of an activity in the model. 

 

Finally, we decided to simulate a thousand cases with an unbalanced choice and a normal behavior 

of execution times, based on the property of 50% different traces: a lower number of simulations 

resulted in an increased percentage of different cases and so did a more balanced distribution of 

choice. Furthermore, since the way the evaluation works, both in terms of metrics and in terms of 

the genetic algorithm – one of the algorithms used in our benchmark test – we wanted the number 

of simulated cases to be as low as possible to decrease evaluation times. The results of simulating a 

thousand cases with these imbalance settings with regards to the requirement 5 can be observed in 

Tables 4.11 and 4.12. 

 
Figure 4.2: Subnet of each activity modeled in CPN Tools 

To increase the usability of the benchmark set, we devised a naming scheme which defines the 

content of an event log: all event logs are named according to (N E C T)Name. N is an integer which 

denotes the number of simulated cases, E denotes the event classes present and currently has four 

options: SSC, SSCC, C, CC. SSC are Schedule, Start and Complete events, while C includes only 

Complete events. The additional second C signals the presence of Cancelled events. The C and T 

denote the imbalance of choice and imbalance of time used to simulate the event log. Their options, 

B, U, E and N, O, D respectively, correspond to the names in tables 4.9 and 4.10. Finally, the name 
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indicates the workflow pattern which is included, except for the event logs containing only patterns 

from category 1. 

 

Finally, we check requirement 5, which is concerned with the number of different traces. The results 

can be seen in Tables 4.11 and 4.12. The only results we present here are for the unfiltered event 

logs, since this provides an upper bound: by removing the schedule and start event types, the 

number of different traces can never increase.  

 

For all but five event logs, a thousand cases are sufficient to satisfy requirement 5. For those five 

event logs for which this is not sufficient, additional cases have been simulated, and the total 

number of cases is included in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 where more than a thousand cases have been 

simulated. 

 

Model Events Choice Time Number of different traces 

Basis SSC B D 281 

Basis SSC B N 435 

Basis SSC B O 303 

Basis SSC E D 124 

Basis SSC E N 114 

Basis SSC E O 75 

Basis SSC U D 211 

Basis SSC U N 141 

Basis SSC U O 228 

Simple Basis SSC B D 124 

Simple Basis SSC B N 219 

Simple Basis SSC B O 140 

Simple Basis SSC E D 36 

Simple Basis SSC E N 59 

Simple Basis SSC E O 36 

Simple Basis SSC U D 73 

Simple Basis SSC U N 141 

Simple Basis SSC U O 87 
Table 4.11: Number of different traces in the event logs of the C&TI set 
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 Model Events Choice Time Number of different traces 

Arb Cyc SSC U N 131 

Cancel Act SSCC U N 208 

Cancel Case SSCC U N 257 

Cancel Discr SSCC U N 429 

Cancel Reg SSCC U N 443 

Crit Sec SSC U N 380 

Def Choice SSCC U N 167 

Gen AND Join SSC U N 626 of 2500 

Impl Term SSC U N 1172 of 2500 

Int P Routing SSC U N 78 

Int Routing SSC U N 47 

Milestone SSC U N 256 

Mult Inst SSC U N 290 

Multimerge SSC U N 1403 of 3000 

OR Split/Join SSC U N 141 

Struc Part J SSC U N 484 

Thread S&M SSC U N 699 of 2000 
Table 4.12: Number of different traces in the event logs of the AWP set
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5 Benchmarking Four Algorithms 
 

 

In this section we present the results of a benchmark study done with the benchmark set created in 

Chapter 4. We’ve chosen four algorithms to benchmark, based on four different approaches taken in 

process discovery algorithms. 

 

Section 5.1 describes the chosen algorithms and their properties. Section 5.2 details the experiment 

set up. Finally, Section 5.2 presents the results of the algorithms on the benchmark set. 

 

 

5.1 Four algorithms 
To start the benchmark study, we have chosen four different algorithms, representing different 

approaches to process discovery. The algorithms are the Alpha Algorithm [35], an abstraction based 

algorithm, the Heuristics Miner [19], which is a heuristic-based algorithm, the Genetic Miner [24] as 

search-based algorithm and finally the Parikh Language-based Region Miner [36] which is a language 

based region algorithm using an integer linear programming approach. The choice for the Alpha 

Algorithm seems strange, as it is not a state of the art algorithm, however as it was one of the first 

process discovery algorithms, it is interesting to see how far newer techniques have come and there 

is a practical argument as well: the performance of new algorithms is often compared to results 

obtained by the Alpha Miner. 

 

 

5.2 Experiment Setup 
This section details the benchmark test setup. The benchmark set used is the set created in Chapter 

4. The implementations of the four algorithms that are used are shown in Table 5.1. The parameters 

of the algorithms can be found in Table 5.2 through Table 5.5. Finally, to check the quality of the 

discovered models, we use a slightly modified version of the Conformance Checker.  

 

Algorithm Implemented in Version 

Alpha Algorithm ProM 5.2 1.0 

Heuristics Miner ProM 5.2 1.0 

Genetic Miner ProM 5.2 1.0 

ILP Miner ProM 5.2 1.0 
Table 5.1: Implementation information of the various algorithms 
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Although there is a more recent version of ProM available than ProM 5.2, this newer version comes 

with a number of problems. ProM 6 does not have all required plug-ins for this project: the 

Conformance Checker is missing and there is no plug-in to export (or use) the result of the Genetic 

Miner. Furthermore, there were practical problems where ProM 6 proved to be rather unstable 

during use and the formatting of discovered models was less than ideal. For these reasons, ProM 5.2 

was chosen as the program to conduct the benchmark test. 

 

The following tables, Table 5.2a through 5.5, show the parameter settings for the different 

algorithms. These parameter settings were chosen after a number of experiments on the event log 

containing balanced choice and time distributions and simple constructs according to the best 

result. These parameter settings were then used for the entire benchmark test. 

 

The parameters used for the Alpha Miner can be found in Tables 5.2a and 5.2b, and are the default 

parameter settings. 

 

Parameter name Value 

Use partial order True 

Enfore causal dependencies True 

Enforce parallelism relations True 
Table 5.2a: Benchmark settings for the Alpha Miner plug-in 

 

The Alpha Miner has a preprocessing step in ProM 5.2, which is enabled by default when performing 

process discovery on event log which contain more than one event type. For our event log, which 

contains schedule, start and complete events, the information in Table 5.2b is automatically 

generated and used as provided. 

 

Start event End event 

Schedule Complete 

Schedule Start 

Start complete 
Table 5.2b: Benchmark settings for the Alpha Miner plug-in 

 

The Heuristics Miner is a process discovery algorithm which is robust to noise. There is no noise in 

the event logs, however, and therefore settings which are more strict than normal have been 

chosen. Furthermore, it should be noted that, although the Positive observations is set to 10, this 

does not actually influence the result of the algorithm. 

 

The settings used for the Parikh Language-based Region Miner can be seen in Table 5.4. Like the 

Alpha Miner, this algorithm also has a preprocessing step for event logs containing multiple event 

types per activity. The settings for this step are the same as for the Alpha Miner, and they can be 

found in Table 5.2b. 

 

Parameter name Value 
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Relative-to-best threshold 0 

Positive observations 10 

Dependency threshold 0,95 

Length-one-loops threshold 0,95 

Length-two-threshold 0,95 

Long distance threshold 0,95 

Dependency divisor 1 

AND threshold 0,05 

Extra info True 

Use all-activities-connected heuristic True 

Use long distance dependency heuristics True 
Table 5.3: Benchmark settings for the Heuristics Miner plug-in 

 

Parameter name Value 

Resulting net type No structural restrictions 

Return elementary net False 

Use causal dependencies True 

Do not allow places that express CD not observed False 

Search for initial marking True 

Do not allow self loops False 

Enforce empty net after case completion True 

Maximum number of incoming edges 10 

Maximum number of total edges 20 

Maximum number of outgoing edges 10 

Maximum number of tokens 0 

Maximum number of places 100 

Use integer variables True 

Use partial order information True 

Enforce causal dependencies True 

Enforce parallelism relations True 

Show intermediate results False 
Table 5.4: Settings for the Parikh Language-based Region Miner plug-in 

 

The final algorithm is the Genetic Miner. The biggest influence on the performance of this algorithm 

is the choice to limit the search to five thousand generations. This directly influences the outcome, 

as even after five thousand generations, the optimal solution may not have been found, however, 

due to time constraints on this project, this value was chosen. The Genetic Miner, with these 

settings, returned a result on an event log containing a thousand cases and three event types per 

activity after about a day. With sixty-eight event logs, this was deemed the maximum amount of 

time that could be spent on the task of process discovery. 
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Parameter name Value 

Population size 100 

Initial population type No duplicates allowed 

Max number generations 5000 

Seed 12 

Power value 1 

Elitism rate 0.02 

Fitness type ExtraBehaviorPunishment 

Extra Behavior Punishment 0.25 

Use genetic operators True 

Selection method Tournament 5 

Crossover type Enhanced 

Crossover rate 0.8 

Mutation type Enhanced 

Mutation rate 0.2 
Table 5.5: Settings for the Genetic Miner plug-in 

 

 

5.3 Experiment Results 
The section presents a summary of the results of the benchmark test. The tables containing all the 

individual results can be found in Appendix A. The results are presented as spider charts, showing 

the average score of a process discovery algorithm for each dimension. Each spider chart contains 

data on two sets of event logs: the unfiltered event logs, containing event types schedule, start, 

complete and cancelled and filtered event logs, containing event types complete and cancelled. The 

results for the event log containing imbalanced choice and time distributions can be found in figures 

5.4 through 5.7 and tables 5.6 and 5.7. 

 

These are all average values, over results obtained from a benchmark set containing seventeen or 

eighteen event logs. However, there is quite some variation between the scores for dimensions on 

different event log in the same benchmark set. Therefore, we present the minimum, maximum and 

average scores per dimension and event log for each process discovery algorithm. These results can 

be seen in Figures 5.1 through 5.3. Notice that there is no figure for the structure dimension, since 

no result other than 1 was observed. 
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Figure 5.1: Minimum, Average and Maximum scores of the Fitnessunsatisfied dimension per algorithm and event log 

 

 
Figure 5.2: Minimum, Average and Maximum scores of the Fitnessunhandled dimension per algorithm and event log 

 

 
Figure 5.3: Minimum, Average and Maximum scores of the Precision dimension per algorithm and event log 
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Figure 5.4: Results of the Alpha Miner on the CT&I event logs 

 

 

 
Figure 5.5: Results of the ILP Miner on the CT&I event logs 

 

 

Mining Algorithm Fitnessunsatisfied Fitnessunhandled Precision Structure 

Alpha Algorithm 0,945 0,945 1,000 1,000 

ILP Miner 1,000 1,000 0,610 1,000 

Heuristics Miner 0,917 0,962 0,730 1,000 

Genetic Miner 0,982 0,978 0,634 1,000 
Table 5.6: Average results of process discovery algorithms on the unfiltered CT&I data set 
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Figure 5.6: Results of the Heuristics Miner on the CT&I event logs 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.7: Results of the Genetic Miner on the CT&I event logs 

 

 

Mining Algorithm Fitnessunsatisfied Fitnessunhandled Precision Structure 

Alpha Algorithm 0,939 0,939 0,712 1,000 

Heuristics Miner 1,000 1,000 0,800 1,000 

ILP Miner 0,967 0,967 0,709 1,000 

Genetic Miner 0,993 0,988 0,688 1,000 
Table 5.7: Average results of process discovery algorithms on the filtered CT&I data set 

 

The results of the four process discovery algorithms on the event log containing advanced workflow 

patterns can be seen in Figures 5.8 through 5.11 and Tables 5.8 and 5.9. They are presented in the 

same manner as the previous results. 
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Figure 5.8: Results of the Alpha Miner on the AWP event logs 

 

 

 
Figure 5.9: Results of the ILP Miner on the AWP event logs 

 

 

Mining Algorithm Fitnessunsatisfied Fitnessunhandled Precision Structure 

Alpha Algorithm 0,930 0,872 1,000 1,000 

ILP Miner 1,000 1,000 0,705 1,000 

Heuristics Miner 0,954 0,945 0,863 1,000 

Genetic Miner 0,959 0,938 0,635 1,000 
Table 5.8: Average results of process discovery algorithms on the unfiltered AWP data set 
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Figure 5.10: Results of the Heuristics Miner on the AWP event logs 

 

 

 
Figure 5.11: Results of the Genetic Miner on the AWP event logs 

 

Mining Algorithm Fitnessunsatisfied Fitnessunhandled Precision Structure 

Alpha Algorithm 0,947 0,897 0,804 1,000 

ILP Miner 1,000 1,000 0,799 1,000 

Heuristics Miner 0,958 0,939 0,759 1,000 

Genetic Miner 0,955 0,935 0,711 1,000 
Table 5.9: Average results of process discovery algorithms on the filtered AWP data set 
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5.4 Observations 
This section deals with observations made about various aspects of the benchmark test. These 

observations can be split into a number of categories: observations about the algorithms, 

observations about metrics, observations about process models and observations concerning 

individual results. 

 

 

5.4.1 Algorithms 
From the results presented in the previous sections, one can clearly see differences between 

algorithms, and on the effects of, for example, multiple event types per activity. The ILP Miner 

guarantees a score of 1 on both fitness dimensions, while the Alpha Miner has a very high score for 

precision. The Heuristics Miner and Genetic Miner score reasonable well overall, but they never 

have a perfect score. The effect of multiple event types or just a single type varies for each algorithm 

as well, as some algorithms perform better and some perform worse.  

 

Furthermore, there are great differences between the best, average and worst performance. 

Especially the results for the precision dimension vary greatly and across all algorithms and 

benchmark sets. For the other dimensions, there are outliers which score far worse than average, 

but these are mostly single cases. 

 

Finally, we do not draw a conclusion which algorithm is the best, for two reasons. First, it is clear 

that algorithms make a choice about which dimension to optimize. Where the Alpha Miner scores 

very well on precision, the Parikh Language-based Region Miner scores well on both fitness 

dimensions. This means that, depending on the context, one might be a better choice than the 

other. Second, what the metrics should do is translate “how much insight does a process model 

discovered from an event log give” into numbers. This is not necessarily the case though, as these 

metrics only take structural properties and information in the event log into account and disregard 

any subjective notions as complexity and understandability. 

 

 

5.4.2 Metrics 
The metrics used for the fitnessunsatisfied and fitnessunhandled dimensions give the desired results. There 

is only a single case in which the model became too complex to measure, while in one other case, 

the result seems too negative. Both these cases concern models with a large amount of 

unobservable tasks, which forces the software to try to approximate the best path while replaying a 

case. There is no guarantee, however, that this actually yields the best path and therefore the 

results may not be completely correct. 

 

The Advanced Behavioral Appropriateness metric does have a fundamental problem: the result of a 

process discovery algorithm, which matched the process model which was used to simulate the 

event log exactly, was given a low precision score. This was due to the fact that the time 
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distributions in the simulation model prevented certain behavior from happening, which from a 

control flow perspective were allowed. This led to possible sequences in the discovered model 

which were not observed in the event log and hence were punished. Although the behavior of the 

metric is understandable, it is still undesirable to punish a model which correctly discovers the 

complete behavior of an event log. 

 

Advanced Structural Appropriateness does not add any information: every algorithm scores 

perfectly on this dimension for each event log. This is not very strange though, since this metric 

punishes two constructs: redundant invisible tasks and alternative duplicate tasks. These constructs 

are easy to avoid, and all process discovery algorithms do so. 

 

The metrics that have been selected in Chapter 3 do not seem to cover all possible problems that 

can arise during process discovery. One of the problems encountered can be seen in Figure 5.12. It is 

a part of the process model for event log (1000 C U N)Cancel Case. The model has a score of 1 for 

the dimensions Fitnessunsatisfied, Fitnessunhandled and Structure. Its precision could not be calculated in a 

timely manner, which is understandable, since there are very many different execution sequences 

possible. It is clear, however, that while the process model scores well on three dimensions it does 

not actually give any useful insight. The problem of disconnected parts of a process model should be 

detectable and it should be punished.  

 
 

 

Finally, as stated above, the metrics should quantify quality. Quality is not only concerned with the 

dimensions measured above, but also with much more subjective criteria like understandability and 

complexity. Currently, there are some metrics available to measure these qualities, but they have 

not been implemented in software tools. 

 

Figure 5.12: Unconnected components 
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5.4.3 Discovered Models 
The first interesting observation is that, on the models containing only simple constructs, all four 

algorithms produce a different result, and that only the result of the Heuristics Miner matches the 

model used to simulate the event logs exactly. The results of these algorithms also differ on the 

event logs with imbalances in choice and time distributions: the Alpha Algorithm is unaffected by 

these changes, but the other three algorithms produce different results for different simulation 

settings, mostly inferring dependencies between schedule, start or complete event types of 

different activities. 

 

The correct detection of the advanced workflow patterns differs greatly as well, however the results 

of the algorithms are low level Petri nets. This modeling formalism simply does not have the 

capability to express the behavior of certain patterns, such as the cancelling discriminator or the 

structured partial join, in a meaningful way. That is not even taking into account the ability to 

actually detect the correct behavior found in an event log: not a single process discovery algorithm 

was able to detect and model the OR-split and OR-join patterns. 

 

Properties of process models which do not only depend on the order in which the activities are 

performed, aren’t detected at all by those four algorithms: the results of these algorithms on event 

logs containing patterns like critical section or interleaved routing, which could be detected by the 

observation that such events, although they can be executed in any order, are never executed at the 

same time, is that there are no such restrictions present. Another example would be the deferred 

choice: whether a choice is modeled as a deferred choice or explicit choice is much more dependent 

on the algorithm than on the actual behavior found in the event log. 

 

 

5.4.4 Individual Results 
Both the Alpha Miner and the Parikh Language-based Region Miner have a preprocessing step which 

deals with multiple event types per activity. The Genetic Miner and Heuristics Miner lack this step, 

and this shows: both of these algorithms infer dependencies between different event types of 

different activities. This is especially apparent when there is a large imbalance in the choice 

distribution or the distribution of execution times. 

 

A strange observation is that some algorithms return results which are unsound, as can be seen in 

Figure 5.13. In this case there is even a deadlock, since the event Hotel (schedule) can never be 

executed. The Genetic Miner also seems to suffer from this problem, but this could be the case 

because of the limited amount of generations it can use to find a solution. 

Finally, there is a fundamental problem with the Parikh Language-based Region Miner: the way a 

self-loop is modeled is that there is no distinction between zero or more executions and one or 

more executions. 
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Figure 5.13: An unsound construct returned by the Alpha Miner 
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Chapter 6 

 

 

6 Conclusion 
 

 

In this thesis issues surrounding the benchmarking of process discovery algorithms have been 

addressed. The main question, what defines a benchmark set for such algorithms, has been 

answered.  

 

The results of these answers were the basis for the creation of an actual benchmark set, which 

contains sixty eight event logs. This benchmark set can be used to judge the performance of process 

discovery algorithms based on three factors: the influence of uneven distributions of choice and 

execution times on the resulting discovered models, the measure in which an algorithm is able to 

find advanced control flow constructs and finally, how an algorithm deals with the presence or 

absence of multiple event types per activity. 

 

Another result of the research question is that a benchmark set is more than just a collection of 

event logs, but also an agreement on what to measure and how to measure, at least as long as there 

is no consensus about this. We’ve extensively argued what to measure to judge the quality of the 

discovered models, as well as performed an actual benchmark test to show the approach in practice. 

 

From the benchmark test, we can draw a number of conclusions: first and foremost is that the 

created benchmark set is challenging, especially the advanced workflow patterns are difficult to 

discover. This is clear from both the metrics as well as observing the discovered models themselves. 

The different results for the event logs which contain an imbalanced distribution of choice and 

execution times shows the applicability of these event logs. 

 

Although a fitnessunsatisfied score between 0,8 and 0,95 may seem like a good result, we have to take 

the method of calculation into account. Fitnessunsatisfied is calculated as: 

  

                      
      

 
   

     
 
   

 

Where the input is an aggregated event log of different traces. The number of occurrences of trace i 

is denoted by ni, mi is the number of missing tokens and ci is the number of consumed tokens. The 

simplest model in our benchmark set has nine activities, each with three subactivities and a single 

AND-split and AND-join construction. This means that each trace consumes thirty tokens. In an 

event log with a thousand cases, a single error in every trace results in a fitness of 0,967. Each 
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additional error which occurs in every trace reduces the fitnessunsatisfied by another 0,033 in a linear 

fashion. The score for Fitnessunhandled is calculated in a similar fashion. With this in mind, it should be 

clear that even a score between 0,8 and 0,95 is not a good result. 

 

In Figure 6.1, we present part of the model discovered by the Parikh Language-based Region Miner 

on an event log which contains the behavior of the canceling discriminator. The canceling 

discriminator, in this case, schedules and starts a number of activities at the same time, and as soon 

as the first finishes, the process continues. The other scheduled and started activities are canceled. 

Although the behavior found in the event log can be replayed on this model, as illustrated by its 

perfect scores for fitnessunsatisfied and fitnessunhandled, the model is too complex and too unstructured 

to actually see the intended behavior. 

 

 
Figure 6.1: Part of the discovered model of the canceling discriminator by the Parikh Language-based Region miner 

 

The dimensions and metrics used are not without flaws, although they are the best available for this 

project, and there is a lot to gain in this area. The structure dimension did not add useful 

information, because every algorithm scored perfectly on this dimension, due to its metric punishing 

easy to avoid constructs.  

 

The precision dimension, although useful and necessary, was measured by a metric which could be 

considered too strict: a discovered model, which matched the simulation model exactly, was 

punished for unobserved behavior. Another problem of the metric used for precision is that it 

required the traversal of the state space. This was very time consuming, so much in fact that a lot of 

experiments were cancelled because they took too much time. This has also skewed the results for 

that dimenion, because if it takes a long time to calculate the precision, it will probably be low, as 

there is a large amount of behavior present in the discovered model. However, if the calculation 

takes a long time and was canceled, this result does not show up in the tables. Therefore, the scores 

for precision are probably too optimistic. 

 

Furthermore, an observed phenomenon of disconnected components, which we deem undesirable, 

remained unpunished because none of the dimensions or metrics deal with this problem. 
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6.1 Future Work 
We identify two parts of future work: event logs and measuring. 

As argued in Chapter 2, the validity of the results of a benchmark set increases as its results 

correlate better to practice. We’ve solved this problem by using workflow patterns; however it 

would be better to have a benchmark set which consists solely of high quality real-life event logs, 

which properties, like number of events, number of different traces, presence of noise, present 

event types, et cetera are distributed evenly.  

 

On the measuring side, there are clear improvements which can be made since there are no 

practically suitable metrics for the generalization dimension and the metrics for the precision 

dimension appear to be too strict. As noted in the previous section, a punishment for disconnected 

components should also be integrated in judging the quality of discovered models. Finally, the 

question remains whether the current collection of dimensions and metrics truly define ‘quality’: 

when trying to interpret the discovered model of event logs containing constructs like the canceling 

discriminator or the structured partial join, a human is not able to identify the construct.  Therefore, 

it seems more subjective criteria, such as understandability and complexity are important to 

measure as well. 
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Appendix A 

 

 

1 Experiment Results 
 

 

This appendix presents the results from the benchmark test in tabular form. All red cells in the 

tables represent a missing value. This value is missing, either because the program ran out of 

memory or because it took too long to calculate the value and the process was stopped manually. 
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Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Basis SSC B D 0,934 0,934 1 1 

Basis SSC B N 0,936 0,936 1 1 

Basis SSC B O 0,936 0,936 1 1 

Basis SSC E D 0,925 0,925 1 1 

Basis SSC E N 0,926 0,926 1 1 

Basis SSC E O 0,925 0,925 1 1 

Basis SSC U D 0,927 0,927 1 1 

Basis SSC U N 0,928 0,928 1 1 

Basis SSC U O 0,928 0,928 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC B D 0,964 0,964 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC B N 0,964 0,964 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC B O 0,964 0,964 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC E D 0,959 0,959 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC E N 0,959 0,959 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC E O 0,959 0,959 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC U D 0,961 0,961 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC U N 0,961 0,961 1 1 

Simple Basis SSC U O 0,961 0,961 1 1 
Table A.1: Results for the Alpha Miner on the Unfiltered C&TI set 

Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Basis SSC B D 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Basis SSC B N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Basis SSC B O 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Basis SSC E D 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Basis SSC E N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Basis SSC E O 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Basis SSC U D 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Basis SSC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Basis SSC U O 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B D 1,000 1,000 0,497 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B N 1,000 1,000 0,627 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B O 1,000 1,000 0,627 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E D 1,000 1,000 0,616 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E N 1,000 1,000 0,627 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E O 1,000 1,000 0,626 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U D 1,000 1,000 0,620 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U N 1,000 1,000 0,627 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U O 1,000 1,000 0,627 1,000 
Table A.2: Results for the Parikh Language-based Region Miner on the Unfiltered C&TI set 
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Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Basis SSC B D 0,973 0,902   1,000 

Basis SSC B N 0,934 0,965 0,725 1,000 

Basis SSC B O 1,000 0,963   1,000 

Basis SSC E D 0,952 0,959 0,798 1,000 

Basis SSC E N 0,948 0,996 0,789 1,000 

Basis SSC E O 0,988 0,988 0,861 1,000 

Basis SSC U D 0,948 0,902 0,295 1,000 

Basis SSC U N 0,934 0,949 0,944 1,000 

Basis SSC U O 0,931 0,906   1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B D 1,000 0,963   1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B N 1,000 1,000 0,731 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B O 0,997 0,960   1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E D 1,000 1,000 0,719 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E N 0,988 0,998 0,759 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E O 0,99, 0,993 0,879 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U D 0,985 0,944 0,508 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U N 0,948 0,985 0,757 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U O 0,982 0,942   1,000 
Table A.3: Results for the Heuristics Miner on the Unfiltered C&TI set 

 

Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Basis SSC B D 0,950 0,949 0,635 1,000 

Basis SSC B N 0,992 0,992   1,000 

Basis SSC B O 0,958 0,993 0,603 1,000 

Basis SSC E D 0,988 0,988 0,466 1,000 

Basis SSC E N 0,992 0,992 0,773 1,000 

Basis SSC E O 0,984 0,989 0,688 1,000 

Basis SSC U D 0,959 0,930   1,000 

Basis SSC U N 0,985 0,985 0,689 1,000 

Basis SSC U O 0,972 0,972 0,558 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B D 1,000 0,981 0,539 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B N 0,983 1,000 0,587 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC B O 1,000 0,984 0,539 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E D 0,995 0,997 0,757 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E N 0,994 0,994 0,849 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC E O 0,987 0,993 0,688 1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U D 1,000 0,977   1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U N 0,939 0,900   1,000 

Simple Basis SSC U O 1,000 0,985 0,510 1,000 
Table A.4: Results for the Genetic Miner on the Unfiltered C&TI set 
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Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Basis C B D 0,853 0,852   1,000 

Basis C B N 0,883 0,883 0,732 1,000 

Basis C B O 0,835 0,884 0,500 1,000 

Basis C E D 0,893 0,893 0,732 1,000 

Basis C E N 0,892 0,892 0,732 1,000 

Basis C E O 0,893 0,893 0,732 1,000 

Basis C U D 0,884 0,855   1,000 

Basis C U N 0,884 0,855   1,000 

Basis C U O 0,900 0,900 0,732 1,000 

Simple Basis C B D 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Simple Basis C B N 1,000 1,000 0,776 1,000 

Simple Basis C B O 1,000 1,000 0,776 1,000 

Simple Basis C E D 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Simple Basis C E N 1,000 1,000 0,776 1,000 

Simple Basis C E O 0,989 1,000 0,500 1,000 

Simple Basis C U D 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Simple Basis C U N 1,000 1,000 0,776 1,000 

Simple Basis C U O 1,000 1,000 0,776 1,000 
Table A.5: Results for the Alpha Miner on the Filtered C&TI set 

 

Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Basis C B D 1,000 1,000 0,715 1,000 

Basis C B N 1,000 1,000 0,805 1,000 

Basis C B O 1,000 1,000 0,786 1,000 

Basis C E D 1,000 1,000 0,805 1,000 

Basis C E N 1,000 1,000 0,805 1,000 

Basis C E O 1,000 1,000 0,805 1,000 

Basis C U D 1,000 1,000 0,715 1,000 

Basis C U N 1,000 1,000 0,715 1,000 

Basis C U O 1,000 1,000 0,805 1,000 

Simple Basis C B D 1,000 1,000 0,794 1,000 

Simple Basis C B N 1,000 1,000 0,853 1,000 

Simple Basis C B O 1,000 1,000 0,853 1,000 

Simple Basis C E D 1,000 1,000 0,794 1,000 

Simple Basis C E N 1,000 1,000 0,853 1,000 

Simple Basis C E O 1,000 1,000 0,792 1,000 

Simple Basis C U D 1,000 1,000 0,794 1,000 

Simple Basis C U N 1,000 1,000 0,853 1,000 

Simple Basis C U O 1,000 1,000 0,853 1,000 
Table A.6: Results for the Parikh Language-based Region Miner on the Filtered C&TI set 
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Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Basis C B D 0,925 0,925 0,675 1,000 

Basis C B N 0,919 0,919 0,729 1,000 

Basis C B O 0,910 0,910 0,697 1,000 

Basis C E D 0,913 0,913 0,729 1,000 

Basis C E N 0,913 0,913 0,729 1,000 

Basis C E O 0,993 0,993 0,697 1,000 

Basis C U D 0,969 0,969 0,697 1,000 

Basis C U N 0,969 0,969 0,697 1,000 

Basis C U O 0,907 0,907 0,697 1,000 

Simple Basis C B D 1,000 1,000 0,703 1,000 

Simple Basis C B N 1,000 1,000 0,734 1,000 

Simple Basis C B O 0,998 0,998 0,703 1,000 

Simple Basis C E D 1,000 1,000 0,703 1,000 

Simple Basis C E N 1,000 1,000 0,734 1,000 

Simple Basis C E O 0,999 0,999 0,703 1,000 

Simple Basis C U D 1,000 1,000 0,703 1,000 

Simple Basis C U N 1,000 1,000 0,734 1,000 

Simple Basis C U O 0,999 0,999 0,703 1,000 
Table A.7: Results for the Heuristics Miner on the Filtered C&TI set 

 

Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Basis C B D 1,000 1,000 0,713 1,000 

Basis C B N 1,000 0,934 0,749 1,000 

Basis C B O 0,998 0,966 0,713 1,000 

Basis C E D 0,976 0,981 0,500 1,000 

Basis C E N 0,977 0,981 0,500 1,000 

Basis C E O 0,957 0,974 0,375 1,000 

Basis C U D 1,000 1,000 0,713 1,000 

Basis C U N 1,000 1,000 0,713 1,000 

Basis C U O 0,999 0,980 0,697 1,000 

Simple Basis C B D 1,000 1,000 0,700 1,000 

Simple Basis C B N 1,000 1,000 0,734 1,000 

Simple Basis C B O 0,999 0,999 0,703 1,000 

Simple Basis C E D 0,991 0,996 1,000 1,000 

Simple Basis C E N 0,995 0,995 1,000 1,000 

Simple Basis C E O 0,975 0,987 0,593 1,000 

Simple Basis C U D 1,000 1,000 0,703 1,000 

Simple Basis C U N 1,000 1,000 0,569 1,000 

Simple Basis C U O 0,999 0,999 0,703 1,000 
Table A.8: Results for the Genetic Miner on the Filtered C&TI set 
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Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Arb Cyc SSC U N 0,879 0,884 1,000 1,000 

Cancel Act SSCC U N 0,924 0,861 1,000 1,000 

Cancel Case SSCC U N 0,941 0,059 1,000 1,000 

Cancel Discr SSCC U N 0,960 0,939   1,000 

Cancel Reg SSCC U N 0,923 0,824 1,000 1,000 

Crit Sec SSC U N 0,972 0,972 1,000 1,000 

Def Choice SSCC U N 0,965 0,965 1,000 1,000 

Gen AND J SSC U N 0,986 1,000   1,000 

Impl Term SSC U N 0,956 0,939 1,000 1,000 

Int P Routing SSC U N 0,851 0,851 1,000 1,000 

Int Routing SSC U N 0,892 0,892 1,000 1,000 

Milestone SSC U N 0,974 0,974 1,000 1,000 

Mult Inst SSC U N 0,947 0,952   1,000 

Multimerge SSC U N 0,882 0,922   1,000 

OR Split/Join SSC U N 0,928 0,928 1,000 1,000 

Struc Part J SSC U N 0,875 0,905   1,000 

Thread S&M SSC U N 0,951 0,965   1,000 
Table A.9: Results for the Alpha Miner on the Unfiltered AWP set 

Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Arb Cyc SSC U N 1,000 1,000 0,833 1,000 

Cancel Act SSCC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Cancel Case SSCC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Cancel Discr SSCC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Cancel Reg SSCC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Crit Sec SSC U N 1,000 1,000 0,567 1,000 

Def Choice SSCC U N 1,000 1,000 0,777 1,000 

Gen AND J SSC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Impl Term SSC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Int P Routing SSC U N 1,000 1,000 0,696 1,000 

Int Routing SSC U N 1,000 1,000 0,746 1,000 

Milestone SSC U N 1,000 1,000 0,612 1,000 

Mult Inst SSC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Multimerge SSC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

OR Split/Join SSC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Struc Part J SSC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Thread S&M SSC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 
Table A.10: Results for the Parikh Language-based Region Miner on the Unfiltered AWP set 
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Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Arb Cyc SSC U N 0,972 0,972 1,000 1,000 

Cancel Act SSCC U N 0,905 0,943 0,810 1,000 

Cancel Case SSCC U N 0,946 0,973 0,902 1,000 

Cancel Discr SSCC U N 0,927 0,922 0,799 1,000 

Cancel Reg SSCC U N 0,932 0,945 0,778 1,000 

Crit Sec SSC U N 0,955 0,981 0,701 1,000 

Def Choice SSCC U N 0,986 0,986 0,974 1,000 

Gen AND J SSC U N       1,000 

Impl Term SSC U N 0,975 0,952   1,000 

Int P Routing SSC U N 0,974 0,974 1,000 1,000 

Int Routing SSC U N 0,970 0,970 1,000 1,000 

Milestone SSC U N 0,987 0,987 0,974 1,000 

Mult Inst SSC U N 0,956 0,916 0,682 1,000 

Multimerge SSC U N 0,906 0,871 0,810 1,000 

OR Split/Join SSC U N 0,934 0,949 0,944 1,000 

Struc Part J SSC U N 0,973 0,880   1,000 

Thread S&M SSC U N 0,964 0,891 0,709 1,000 
Table A.11: Results for the Heuristics Miner on the Unfiltered AWP set 

Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Arb Cyc SSC U N 1,000 0,969 0,744 1,000 

Cancel Act SSCC U N 0,995 0,970   1,000 

Cancel Case SSCC U N 0,886 0,783   1,000 

Cancel Discr SSCC U N       1,000 

Cancel Reg SSCC U N 0,926 0,927 0,498 1,000 

Crit Sec SSC U N 0,980 0,961 0,702 1,000 

Def Choice SSCC U N 0,998 0,987   1,000 

Gen AND J SSC U N 0,954 0,948 0,427 1,000 

Impl Term SSC U N 1,000 0,957   1,000 

Int P Routing SSC U N 0,960 0,971 0,670 1,000 

Int Routing SSC U N 1,000 0,990 0,573 1,000 

Milestone SSC U N 0,971 0,974 0,593 1,000 

Mult Inst SSC U N 0,990 0,990 0,698 1,000 

Multimerge SSC U N 0,954 0,947   1,000 

OR Split/Join SSC U N 0,985 0,985 0,689 1,000 

Struc Part J SSC U N 0,807 0,788   1,000 

Thread S&M SSC U N 0,945 0,864 0,754 1,000 
Table A.12: Results for the Genetic Miner on the Unfiltered AWP set 
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Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Arb Cyc C U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Cancel Act CC U N 0,863 0,763 0,806 1,000 

Cancel Case CC U N 0,852 0,337   1,000 

Cancel Discr CC U N 1,000 0,894   1,000 

Cancel Reg CC U N 0,815 0,783   1,000 

Crit Sec C U N 0,917 0,917   1,000 

Def Choice CC U N 1,000 1,000 0,827 1,000 

Gen AND J C U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Impl Term C U N 1,000 0,889 0,810 1,000 

Int P Routing C U N 1,000 1,000 0,799 1,000 

Int Routing C U N 1,000 1,000 0,776 1,000 

Milestone C U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Mult Inst C U N 1,000 0,958   1,000 

Multimerge C U N 0,806 1,000   1,000 

OR Split/Join C U N 0,884 0,855   1,000 

Struc Part J C U N 0,958 0,852   1,000 

Thread S&M C U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 
Table A.13: Results for the Alpha Miner on the Filtered AWP set 

Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Arb Cyc C U N 1,000 1,000 0,835 1,000 

Cancel Act CC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Cancel Case CC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Cancel Discr CC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Cancel Reg CC U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Crit Sec C U N 1,000 1,000 0,659 1,000 

Def Choice CC U N 1,000 1,000 0,885 1,000 

Gen AND J C U N 1,000 1,000 0,772 1,000 

Impl Term C U N 1,000 1,000 0,880 1,000 

Int P Routing C U N 1,000 1,000 0,872 1,000 

Int Routing C U N 1,000 1,000 0,853 1,000 

Milestone C U N 1,000 1,000 0,878 1,000 

Mult Inst C U N 1,000 1,000 0,642 1,000 

Multimerge C U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

OR Split/Join C U N 1,000 1,000 0,715 1,000 

Struc Part J C U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 

Thread S&M C U N 1,000 1,000   1,000 
Table A.14: Results for the Parikh Language-based Region Miner on the Filtered AWP set 
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Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Arb Cyc C U N 0,847 0,810 0,603 1,000 

Cancel Act CC U N 0,915 0,915 0,858 1,000 

Cancel Case CC U N 0,977 0,983 0,992 1,000 

Cancel Discr CC U N 0,927 0,922 0,799 1,000 

Cancel Reg CC U N 0,939 0,939 0,836 1,000 

Crit Sec C U N 0,978 0,978 0,651 1,000 

Def Choice CC U N 1,000 1,000 0,886 1,000 

Gen AND J C U N       1,000 

Impl Term C U N 0,975 0,952   1,000 

Int P Routing C U N 1,000 1,000 0,741 1,000 

Int Routing C U N 1,000 1,000 0,734 1,000 

Milestone C U N 1,000 1,000 0,622 1,000 

Mult Inst C U N 0,956 0,916 0,682 1,000 

Multimerge C U N 0,906 0,871 0,810 1,000 

OR Split/Join C U N 0,969 0,969 0,697 1,000 

Struc Part J C U N 0,973 0,880   1,000 

Thread S&M C U N 0,964 0,891 0,709 1,000 
Table A.15: Results for the Heuristics Miner on the Filtered AWP set 

Construct Events Choice Time Funsatisfied Funhandled Precision Structure 

Arb Cyc C U N 0,993 0,993 0,694 1,000 

Cancel Act CC U N 0,908 0,840 0,846 1,000 

Cancel Case CC U N 0,974 0,969 1,000 1,000 

Cancel Discr CC U N 1,000 0,958 0,738 1,000 

Cancel Reg CC U N 0,999 0,971 0,810 1,000 

Crit Sec C U N 0,988 0,946 0,677 1,000 

Def Choice CC U N 1,000 1,000 0,729 1,000 

Gen AND J C U N 0,412 0,495 0,550 1,000 

Impl Term C U N 0,975 0,924 0,567 1,000 

Int P Routing C U N 1,000 1,000 0,741 1,000 

Int Routing C U N 1,000 1,000 0,734 1,000 

Milestone C U N 1,000 1,000 0,622 1,000 

Mult Inst C U N 0,991 0,941 0,531 1,000 

Multimerge C U N 1,000 0,950 0,714 1,000 

OR Split/Join C U N 1,000 1,000 0,713 1,000 

Struc Part J C U N 1,000 0,933   1,000 

Thread S&M C U N 1,000 0,983   1,000 
Table A.16: Results for the Genetic Miner on the Filtered AWP set 
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